Sparse random linear network coding (SRLNC) is an attractive technique proposed in the literature to reduce the decoding complexity of random linear network coding. Recognizing the fact that the existing SRLNC schemes are not efficient in terms of the required reception overhead, we consider the problem of designing overhead-optimized SRLNC schemes. To this end, we introduce a new design of SRLNC scheme that enjoys very small reception overhead while maintaining the main benefit of SRLNC, i.e., its linear encoding/decoding complexity. We also provide a mathematical framework for the asymptotic analysis and design of this class of codes based on density evolution (DE) equations. To the best of our knowledge, this work introduces the first DE analysis in the context of network coding.
I. INTRODUCTION
Soon after the introduction of its basic concept in [3] , network coding was accepted as a promising technique for multicast and attracted a lot of attention in the research community. As opposed to conventional packet networks where intermediate nodes can only store and forward the incoming packets, in network coding the intermediate nodes can also combine the incoming packets to form (encode) an outgoing packet. Later, the idea of linearly combining the incoming This paper was presented in part at the 2012 International Symposium on Network Coding (NetCod'12), Cambridge, MA, USA [1] , and 2013 International Symposium on Network Coding (NetCod'13), Calgary, Canada [2] . packets was introduced in [4] and extended in [5] by using an algebraic approach. Also by applying random coefficients, random linear network coding (RLNC) [6] , [7] was shown to be sufficient for achieving zero reception overhead with failure probability arbitrarily close to zero.
As a result, network coding became an attractive technique for multicast over networks with random topology.
In RLNC, the source node and all the intermediate nodes of the network encode the data packets by forming random linear combinations of them. The receivers then wait to receive enough encoded packets, in other words enough linear combinations of the information packets, such that they can form full rank systems of linear equations. Each receiver can now decode the information packets by solving the system of linear equations corresponding to the set of received packets. It is shown in [6] , [7] that by using RLNC with a sufficiently large code alphabet q, it is possible to achieve zero reception overhead 1 with failure probability arbitrary close to zero. The encoding complexity of RLNC for a block of K information packets each with s symbols is O(Ks) operations per coded packet where the operations are done in GF(q).
The complexity of decoding then scales as O(K 2 + Ks) per information packet which becomes impractical when the block size K is moderate to large.
To reduce the decoding complexity of network coding, the idea of fragmenting the information packet blocks into distinct generations is proposed in [8] . This way, random linear combinations are formed only within each generation. This makes the final linear equation system solvable locally within each generation and thus sparse. This technique, however, requires a large number of control messages to be exchanged between the nodes to combat the problem of rare blocks and block reconciliation [9] . To avoid this, a method called sparse RLNC (SRLNC) is proposed in [10] which uses a simple random schedule for selecting which generation to transmit at any time. This method reduces the encoding complexity to O(gs) per coded packet and the decoding complexity to O(g 2 + gs) per information packet, where g denotes the number of information packets in each generation. It has been shown that to keep the SRLNC tractable in most of the practical settings the generation size should be upper bounded by a small constant (e.g. 512 for typical notebook computers [11] ). Throughout this paper we limit our discussion to the case where all generations are of a small constant size g, which does not scale with the information block length K. This complexity is practically feasible if g is not very large, making SRLNC an attractive solution for multicast. Unfortunately, the reception overhead under this scheme is affected by the curse of coupon collector phenomenon [12] , [13] , and thus even for very large alphabet size or number of information packets, the reception overhead does not vanish. In fact, the reception overhead grows with K as O(log K) [14] . Consequently, a trade-off is raised between reception overhead and complexity in SRLNC.
In general, the large reception overhead in SRLNC comes from two sources. The first and major source is random scheduling. More specifically, for all generations to become full rank, due to random scheduling, some generations will receive significantly more than g packets resulting in a large reception overhead. The second source of reception overhead is the possibility of receiving linearly dependent combinations of the packets. The probability of receiving linearly dependant equations can be arbitrarily reduced by increasing the field size q of the code alphabet [7] , [15] . Another solution recently proposed in [16] is to do pre-coding using maximum rank distance codes which is quite effective even for very small field sizes.
Knowing that SRLNC is complexity-efficient, there have been several attempts to decrease its reception overhead [10] , [14] - [19] . For this purpose, the idea of using an outer code is introduced in [10] . In this method, an outer code which is considered as a separate block is applied to SRLNC. At the receiver, the outer decoder waits for the recovery of 1 − δ fraction of the generations for some small predefined δ and then participates in the decoding to recover the remaining δ fraction of the generations. This method is capable of reducing the reception overhead to a constant, independent of K. However, this scheme is still wasteful in terms of the reception overhead since it ignores the received packets pertaining to the δ fraction of the generations. Furthermore, waiting to receive enough packets to recover 1 − δ fraction of the generations when δ is small leads to a high probability of receiving more than g packets in many generations. As a result, the reception overhead is considerably large even for infinite block lengths.
In [15] , [17] the idea of overlapping generations, where some packets are shared among different generations, is proposed. This overlap reduces the reception overhead of SRLNC since generations can help each other in the decoding process. Another overlapped SRLNC scheme called Random Annex codes [14] proposes random sharing of the packets between any two generations. Furthermore, combination of overlapping and outer coding (called expander chunked (EC) codes) is proposed in [18] , [19] . In this scheme, expander graphs are used to form overlapped generations. By establishing an upper bound on the reception overhead and careful choice of parameters, it has been shown that the proposed scheme of [18] , [19] outperforms all other previously existing overlapping schemes. However, as it will be shown later, the SRLNC designed based on EC codes analysis is equivalent to a special (but not the optimal) case of our proposed Gamma codes.
Another recently proposed low-complexity RLNC technique is called batched sparse (BATS) coding [20] , [21] . BATS codes generalize the idea of fountain codes [22] , [23] to a network with packet loss. Using BATS codes, the buffer requirement at intermediate nodes become independent of the information packets block size in tree networks [21] . Furthermore, it is shown that these codes perform near the capacity of the underlying network in certain cases [21] . Nevertheless, design of BATS codes requires the knowledge of the end-to-end transformation of the packets in the network which is not always available.
One important difference between BATS codes and SRLNC is that BATS codes perform RLNC inside variable-size subsets of information packets called batches whereas SRLNC schemes perform RLNC inside fixed-size subsets of information packets, i.e., generations. For each batch in BATS codes, first a degree d i is determined by sampling from a degree distribution. Then, d i information packet is chosen uniformly at random from all information packets. Next, a fixed number M of output packets (forming a batch) are encoded by performing RLNC inside the chosen subset. Then, the same process is repeated to form the next batch. The receiver needs to receive enough number of batches to decode all information packets. In BATS codes, each information packet can participate in multiple batches which can be seen as overlaps between batches. Thus, BATS codes and overlapping SRLNC are similar in imposing dependence between batches/generations.
A key observation which will lead to our proposed network coding scheme is that the overlap between different generations in overlapped SRLNC can be seen as having a repetition outer code acting on the common packets from overlapping generations. Thus, overlapped SRLNC can be seen as a special case of SRLNC with outer code. In overlapped SRLNC, on the contrary to the separate outer coding of [10] , there is no need to wait for the recovery of a large fraction of the generations before the repetition outer code can participate in the decoding. This can potentially reduce the reception overhead compared to the scheme of [10] . This point of view then leads to the idea of allowing the outer code to participate in the decoding, but not limiting the outer code to a repetition code. This in turn generates a host of new questions, some of which are answered in this work. For example, a major question is how one can design an outer code which provides minimum reception overhead. To the best of our knowledge, no general analysis and design technique for SRLNC with an outer code exists in the literature. The analysis methods presented in [14] , [19] , [24] either assume specific network structures or specific coding schemes such as overlapping schemes and thus cannot be used to design outer coded SRLNC in a general way 2 .
A. Main idea and summary of contributions
In this work, we propose a solution to the problem of designing low-overhead linear-complexity SRLNC with a random linear outer code. For this purpose, we introduce a new family of lowoverhead linear-complexity network codes, called Gamma network codes. In Gamma network codes, SRLNC with outer code is considered in a more general way, i.e., the outer code is not limited to a simple repetition outer code. Also, Gamma network codes do not rely on a large portion of generations being recovered before getting the outer code involved in the decoding.
We then develop an analytical framework based on density evolution equations [25] to investigate the impact of the outer code parameters on the average reception overhead. The importance of such framework is that it can be used both for (i) finding the limits on the performance measures of SRLNC with random linear outer code such as the minimum achievable reception overhead,
(ii) track the decoding process, and (iii) to analytically design optimal codes.
While similar to [10] an outer code is suggested here, the design of Gamma network codes has major differences with that of [10] : (i) Unlike [10] , where the outer code has to wait for a large fraction of the generations to be recovered, here the outer code can participate in the decoding as soon as a single generation is recovered. In other words, outer decoding is done jointly with solving the linear equation systems instead of separate decoding used in [10] . (ii) 2 In this work, the only constraint on the outer code is that we consider the class of linear outer codes that choose their variable nodes uniformly at random, which we refer to them as random linear outer codes. This constraint simplifies the analysis and design of optimal codes. As will be revealed in the results section, despite the mentioned constraint, the optimal design achieves asymptotic overheads as small as 2%.
In contrast to [10] , the received packets belonging to non-full rank generations are not ignored.
(iii) Our outer codes are designed to have the ability of actively participating in the decoding when the fraction of known packets is much smaller than the code rate. As we will show later, the reception overhead of Gamma network codes is significantly smaller than that of [10] .
Gamma network codes are built based on the following facts/results: (1) Every received packet whose corresponding linear combination is linearly independent with those of all other received packets is innovative and must be used in the decoding process. (2) Assuming the field size of the code alphabet is large enough, before receiving enough packets to form a small number of full-rank generations, all received packets are linearly independent with high probability. In summary, our solution works in the following way. Accepting an optimally small reception overhead, we continue receiving packets until a small fraction of the generations is full rank.
Next, the carefully designed outer code comes to help to decode all other generations through providing enough information about the packets in the remaining generations to remove the rank deficiency in their corresponding linear equation systems. This will be done in an iterative decoding process alternating between the outer code and the SRLNC. Since nearly all received packets are used in the decoding process, the outer code does not introduce an excess overhead. [10] , [14] , [15] , [19] . We will show that Gamma network codes are capable of reducing the reception overhead compared to all the existing linear-complexity random linear network coding schemes.
In our analysis, we assume that as long as less than g packets are received in a generation, these packets are linearly independent. This can be due to using a sufficiently large q or using methods of [16] . The assumption is primarily made to prevent unnecessary complications and to be consistent with the convention in the literature [14] , [15] . We study the effect of q on the performance of Gamma network codes numerically in Section V-B.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In the next section, we describe the encoding and decoding structure of the proposed Gamma network codes. Section III Describes the asymptotic analysis of the performance of the proposed codes through introducing the decoding evolution chart. Next, we will propose an optimization technique to design Gamma network codes with minimum reception overhead in Section IV. Section V contains numerical results and discussions.
Moreover as an example of the applications of decoding evolution chart we will also propose techniques to design Gamma network codes which are suitable for achieving very small decoding failure probability in finite block lengths. Section VI reviews the encoding procedure and suggests some improved designs. Finally, Section VII concludes the paper.
II. THE PROPOSED CODING SCHEME

A. Network model
Similar to [14] , [15] , [19] , in this paper we consider the transmission of a file consisting of information packets from a source to a destination over a unicast link. The network structure is assumed to be dynamic with diverse routing, unknown and variable packet loss, and with random processing times at the intermediate nodes. It is further assumed that random linear combining is performed at the intermediate nodes on the available packets within each generation. As a result, the destination receives a random subset of the random linear combinations of the transmitted packets and is supposed to recover the information packets.
B. Encoding
The encoding process of Gamma network codes is done in two steps. In the first step, a file The degree of outer code's check nodes is defined as the number of generations connected to it. For example, the degree of the leftmost check node is 2.
outer code 3 C of rate R giving rise to a block of N outer coded packets where R = K/N.
These N outer coded packets are partitioned into n = ⌈ N g ⌉ distinct generations, where ⌈x⌉ is the smallest integer larger than or equal to x. In this work, without loss of generality we assume that N is a multiple of g, where g denotes the number of packets in each generation.
The structure of the linear outer code C requires some explanation. Fig. 1 shows the graphical representation of a Gamma network code. As the figure shows, in contrast to the check nodes of a conventional linear code which represent parity-check equations imposed on the connected encoded packets, check nodes in C represent parity-check equations imposed on dense random linear combinations 4 of the encoded packets of the connected generations. For example, the parity-check equation of the check node c is given by
where N (c) denotes the set of generations connected to c, α
is the random coefficient of the jth outer coded packet from the ith generation chosen uniformly at random from GF(q), and u (i) j denotes the jth outer coded packets from the ith generation. For reasons that will be revealed later in Section III-A, we characterize the outer code C by a generating polynomial
i where p i is the probability that a randomly selected check equation of an instance of the outer codes is connected to i generations. The minimum degree of P (x) is two since any check equation should encounter at least two generations, and
Moreover, generations contributing in each check equation are considered to be distributed uniformly at random among all the generations. We refer to such outer codes as random linear outer codes.
More details about selecting R and designing P (x) are left to Section IV.
In the second step of the encoding, SRLNC is performed on the partitioned outer coded packets in which the source repeatedly forms output packets to be sent to the receiver through the network. In particular, first for each output packet a generation index j ∈ {1, 2, . . . , n} is selected uniformly at random with replacement. Then, having selected a vector element β ∈ (GF(q)) g uniformly at random, an output packet is formed as the linear combination of the g outer coded packets of the jth generation using β as the coefficient vector. Finally, the output packet is transmitted through the network along with the index of the selected generation j, and the coefficient vector β.
At the intermediate nodes, coding is done by conventional SRLNC as in [10] , [14] , [15] , [19] .
The complexity of encoding per output packet for Gamma network codes is O(gs+dgs(1−R)/R)
at the source and O(gs) at intermediate nodes, whered is the average degree of the outer code check nodes. This constant complexity per output packet thus gives rise to an overall linear encoding complexity in terms of the block length K.
C. Decoding
At the receiver, each received packet reveals a linear equation in terms of the outer coded packets of the corresponding generation in GF(q). The receiver constantly receives packets until it can form a full rank linear equation system for one of the generations. This generation is then decoded by Gaussian elimination. At this time, an iterative decoding process operating on the graph of Fig. 1 initiates.
Each iteration of this iterative decoding process is performed in two steps. In the first step, the edge-deletion decoding step [22] , all the nodes corresponding to the outer coded packets of the recent full rank generations and their connecting edges are removed from the decoding graph. As a result, the degree of the check nodes of the outer code is reduced. Any outer code's check node reduced to degree one represents a dense linear equation in terms of the outer coded packets of the connected generation in GF(q). Thus, a dense linear equation is added to the linear equation system of the corresponding generation.
The second step follows by updating the linear equation system of the generations and performing Gaussian elimination for the full-rank generations. Any added dense linear equation increases the rank of the linear equation system of that generation by one with high probability if the alphabet size q is large enough. As a result, there is a possibility that the updated generation becomes full rank and its packets could be recovered by Gaussian elimination.
The decoder now iterates between these two steps until either all the packets are recovered or no new packet could be recovered. If no new packet could be recovered, then the receiver receives more packets from the network so that it can resume the decoding. The decoding complexity of Gamma network codes is O(g 2 + gd + gd(1 − R)/R) operations per information packet which translates to a linear overall decoding complexity in terms of K.
III. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS AND DESIGN
In this section, we will study the average performance of our suggested Gamma network codes. The main goal of this study is to provide an analytical framework to formulate the effects of different code parameters on the average performance. As usual in the literature of modern coding, we will conduct this study under an asymptotic length assumption and derive density evolution equations for the iterative decoding process. Later, the finite-length performance of the example codes will be evaluated through computer simulations in Section V along with the related discussions and remarks on finite-length issues.
As stated in Section II-C, a successful decoding requires all of the generations to become full rank. Any received packet and any outer code's check node reduced to degree one add Let the number of received encoded packets at some arbitrary state during the decoding be denoted by rn, where 0 ≤ r is the normalized number of received encoded packets. Having a total of r normalized number of received encoded packets, the decoder can form a system of linear equations in terms of the encoded packets in each generation. By a slight abuse of notations we will refer to the rank of such an equation system as the rank of its corresponding generation.
Let R r,q be the random variable representing the rank of a generation selected uniformly at random, when the normalized number of received encoded packets is equal to r and the code alphabet is of size q. The following lemma whose proof is provided in App. A, gives the statistical structure of the generation rank distribution under very large q.
Lemma 1:
where D → denotes the convergence in distribution, and B r,n is a random variable with the following truncated binomial probability distribution:
Here I α (m, ℓ) is the regularized incomplete beta function defined as
Since the main goal here is to study the average asymptotic performance, we assume that the value of q is large enough to make the results of the previous lemma valid.
Corollary 1:
When the block length of the SRLNC goes to infinity, we have n → ∞ and hence
where R r is a random variable with the following truncated Poisson distribution
where Γ g (r) is the incomplete Gamma function 5 given as
Now that we have the probability distribution of the rank of a randomly selected generation at hand, we are interested to find the average number of generations of rank i, i ∈ {0, 1, · · · , g}.
The following lemma derives this quantity.
Lemma 2: Let E r {·} denote the expectation operator given that the normalized number of received packets is r. The average number of generations of rank i is then given by
where |A| denotes the cardinality of the set A.
App. B provides the proof of this lemma.
A. Density Evolution Equations
In the next step of our analysis, we study the growth in the average fraction of full rank generations during the decoding process, assuming that the packet reception has stopped at some arbitrary time. Let r 0 denote the normalized number of received encoded packets at this time.
The decoder has two sets of equations which could be used for decoding, namely the set of equations corresponding to the received encoded packets and the set of check equations available due to the outer code. Since the main goal in the design of SRLNC is to keep the decoding and encoding efficient, Gaussian Elimination is just performed within each generation, i.e., just performed on the set of equations which are all in terms of packets belonging to a single generation. For the check equations of the outer code, the decoder uses message-passing decoding (i.e., edge-deletion decoding) to reduce them to degree one.
At step zero of the iterative decoding process, where the normalized number of received encoded packets is r 0 , the probability distribution of the rank of any randomly selected generation 5 Gamma network codes are named after the incomplete Gamma function since it plays a key role in their design.
is given by (4) as Pr[
. Therefore, the initial average fraction of full rank generations (i.e., before using any of the check equations in the decoding), is given by
Having the developed mathematical framework at hand, it is now easy to track the average fraction of full rank generations as a function of the normalized number of received packets.
In order to keep this simple formulation working for tracking the average fraction of full rank generations when the outer code comes to play in the decoding, we introduce the concept of effective number of received packets. The aim of this definition is to translate the effect of check equations which are reduced to degree one into the reception of some imaginary packets from the network. This enables us to use the developed mathematical framework to track the average fraction of full rank generations as the decoding iterates between the edge-deletion decoder working on the outer code and the Gaussian elimination decoder which works inside each generation. Now assume that after the ith iteration of the decoding for some i ≥ 0, we have a certain fraction x i of full rank generations. Moreover, let y i denote the number of check equations of the outer code reduced to degree one at iteration i, which have not been reduced to degree one up to the end of iteration i − 1. Each of these check equations now represents a dense equation in terms of the packets of one of the non-full rank generations. When q is large enough, each of these equations will then increase the rank of its corresponding non-full rank generation by one, with high probability. However, as the selection of generations participating in each parity check equation in the outer code is done uniformly at random in the encoder, the effect of these equations on the decoding is equivalent to receive y i imaginary packets from the network all belonging to the non-full rank generations. Noticing that receiving more packets in the full rank generations also does not have any effect in the decoding process and does not change the fraction of full rank generations, we can easily model the effect of y i reduced degree-one parity check equations of the outer code by receiving y i /(1 − x i ) imaginary packets from the network distributed uniformly at random over all the generations. We will refer to these y i /(1 − x i ) imaginary packets as the effective number of received packets at the beginning of iteration i + 1.
Moreover, we refer to the quantity
as the total effective number of received packets at the beginning of iteration i + 1. According to Lemma 2, and the discussion above, the average fraction of full rank generations at iteration i + 1 is given by
Now consider the Tanner graph [26] of the outer code. Similar to the idea of density evolution [25] and the intrinsic information transfer (EXIT) charts [27] , we track the density of full rank generations through the decoding iterations. In each iteration, in the first step all the edges connecting the full rank generations to the outer code's check nodes are removed. This reduces the degree of the check nodes. In the second step, each check node which is reduced to degree one adds a dense linear equation in terms of the packets of the connected generation to the coefficient matrix of that generation. The following theorem describes the evolution of the average fraction of full rank generations through the iterations of the decoding process.
Theorem 1: Let r 0 denote the normalized number of received packets, and x i for i ≥ 0 denote the average fraction of full rank generations after iteration i of decoding. Then the average effective number of received packets at iteration i, i ≥ 1 is given by
Where P ′ (·) denotes the first order derivative of P (x) and we have
! ,
Proof: The initial average fraction of full rank generations x 0 , could be calculated using (7) . In the first iteration of the decoding, decoder removes the edges connecting the full rank generations connected to the outer code's check nodes. Thus, the probability of having a randomly selected check node reduced to degree one at this point is equal to
This is the probability of all except one of the generations participating in that check equation being full rank, and having that last one belong to the set of non-full rank generations. Such a check equation now reveals a dense equation in terms of packets of the only non-full rank generation connected to it and hence increases the rank of that non-full rank generation with high probability. Thus, the probability that a randomly selected check equation increases the rank of a non-full rank generation in iteration 1 is
Moreover, as the total number of check equations is given by N − K, the average number of check equations which are now capable to increase the rank of a non-full rank generation is given as
As discussed above, the effect of these ng(1 − R)P ′ (x 0 )(1 − x 0 ) equations on the generation rank growth is equivalent to the effect of ng(1 − R)P ′ (x 0 ) dense equations distributed uniformly at random over all of the generations. Thus, we model the impact of iteration one of the edgedeletion by the reception of ng(1 − R)P ′ (x 0 ) dense equations distributed uniformly at random over all of the generations. Then the average effective number of equations is ng(1 − R)P ′ (x 0 ), or equivalently, the normalized average effective number of equations is
As all of the equations (i.e. effective check equations reduced to degree one, and equations corresponding to the received packets) which have been used in the coefficient matrices of the generations have a uniform distribution on the set of all generations, then the total average effective number of equations used throughout the decoding up to iteration one is equal to
. Hence, similar to the calculation of x 0 , we can calculate x 1 as
Assuming the claim of Theorem 1 holds for all iterations from zero to i, we will now prove the claim for iteration i+1, and using mathematical induction we then conclude that the theorem holds for all iterations. Recall that we denote the average fraction of full rank generations at the end of iteration i by x i , and according to the assumption, the average effective normalized number of the total received packets up to the end of iteration i is r 0 + g(1 − R)P ′ (x i−1 ). Hence, according to the discussion above, the average fraction of check equations reduced to degree one after the edge deletion phase of iteration i + 1 is given by P ′ (x i )(1 − x i ). Since we have a total of N − K = N(1 − R) check equations, the number of check equations reduced to degree one is
In order to calculate the average effective number of equations received at iteration i + 1, we need to find the number of check nodes reduced to degree one at this iteration which have not been reduced to degree one in the previous iterations. Therefore, we need to deduct the average number of check nodes reduced to degree one up to the end of iteration i which are still of degree one from (9) . Hence, the total average effective number of received packets at this point is given by
Therefore, the average fraction of full rank generations at the end of iteration i + 1 is given by
The claim of the theorem then holds for all iterations.
B. Decoding convergence and overhead
Using Theorem 1, a sufficient condition for successful decoding can be derived. Assume that packet reception is stopped after receiving enough packets to form x 0 n full rank generations,
for some x 0 such that 0 < x 0 < 1. For large enough q and n, the random linear outer code C with check degree distribution P (x) then asymptotically guarantees successful decoding if
where
Note that to recover all of the encoded packets, x should approach 1 in (10) . But x tends to 1 when the argument of Γ g (·) tends to infinity since Γ g (·) is a strictly decreasing function lower bounded by zero. This means that P ′ (x) should tend to infinity as x tends to one. Since x < 1 and P (x) is a polynomial with positive coefficients, this is achieved only when the average degree of the outer code check nodesd tends to infinity 6 which makes the per packet encoding and decoding complexities unbounded.
Motivated by the construction of Raptor codes [23] and to keep the complexities linear, we concatenate a high-rate linear block code C ′ , which is called the pre-code, with the random linear outer code C. For this purpose, we use a weakened random linear outer code C of rate R with a small constantd. A constantd means that a fraction of the generations will remain uncovered.
The pre-code C ′ is then responsible to recover the remaining fraction of the generations. As a result, if we choosed and P (x) such that
given a small δ > 0, then a capacity-achieving pre-code of rate R ′ = 1 − δ can recover the remaining δ fraction of generations.
Due to the concatenation of the pre-code, encoding of Gamma network codes should now be done in three steps. In the first step, a file consisting of K ′ packets is encoded via C ′ with rate R ′ to give a block of K = K ′ /R ′ packets. In the next step, encoding this block by the outer code C of rate R gives a block of N = K/R = ng outer coded packets. The final step consists of the conventional RLNC. The number of information packets is given by
The receiver is able to successfully decode all of the information packets after receiving r 0 n encoded packets from the network. As a result, the average reception overhead of this coding scheme is given by
Considering these, the asymptotic convergence properties of Gamma network codes can be summarized as follows. For a Gamma network code with a linear random outer code of rate R and check degree distribution P (x), if (11) is satisfied for some x 0 and δ, then the Gamma network code can asymptotically recover all of the information packets with an average reception overhead of (12) using a linear capacity-achieving pre-code 7 of rate 1 − δ. 6 It can be shown that in this case the average degree should scale logarithmically with n. 7 The pre-code can be a high-rate right-regular low-density parity-check code (LDPC) designed for the binary erasure channel Moreover, in the asymptotic regime, the variance of the fraction of recovered generations approaches zero as shown by [29] , [30] . Hence, the average behavior is expected to be observed with high probability.
We conclude this section by an example. For the heuristic outer code design proposed in [1] 8 with g = 25, we have outer code rate R = 0.6351, and precode rate R ′ = 0.9701 and
where D * = 33. The evolution of x i during the decoding process as predicted by (8) is plotted in Fig. 2 for x 0 = 0.10. Also, the 45-degree line is plotted. We call this the decoding evolution chart. The point where the evolution chart gets closed, i.e., intersects the 45-degree line, is equal to 1 − δ. As depicted in Fig. 2 , 1 − δ is very close to one for this example. The predicted average asymptotic reception overhead given by (12) is then 18.83%.
The concept of decoding evolution chart is very similar to the EXIT chart introduced in [27] .
This concept has already been used to derive many techniques for the analysis and optimization in many modern coding problems, and is proved to be a very powerful tool with many applications.
In network coding, however, no similar concept has been introduced prior to this work. In the following sections we will describe some examples of applying the decoding evolution chart for optimization of the proposed Gamma network codes in asymptotic and finite block lengths as examples of this tool.
IV. OUTER CODE OPTIMIZATION
The previous section provided us with the tools for the asymptotic analysis of the decoding of Gamma network codes as well as their decoding convergence and reception overhead calculation.
Now that this analytical formulation is at hand, we can use it to design good Gamma network codes. The goal of this design process is to find a combination of the parameters of the outer code and the pre-code, namely the rate of the outer code R, the check degree distribution P (x), and the rate of the pre-code R ′ , which gives the minimum reception overhead. For this purpose, we are seeking solution to the following optimization problem:
subject to : (11) holds
Solving this optimization problem analytically is not easy since some of the parameters inherently depend on each other through the non-linear constraint (11) . Thus, we use numerical methods to find solutions to this optimization problem.
First notice that for a fixed R and P (x), for any given x 0 one can find δ by using the convergence condition (11) . Also, since 0 < x 0 < 1 and 0 < R < 1, for any fixed P (x) one can make a fine grid and do a search over (x 0 , R) and minimize ǫ and find the best combination of x 0 , R, and δ. Finally, solution to (14) can be found by fixing maximum degree D and searching over P (x) and finding the best set of x 0 , R, and δ for each P (x).
Searching over the space of P (x) can be done by global numerical optimization techniques.
Here, to speed up the process, we use the gradient descent method to find various local minima and then choose the best answer. Our results are not guaranteed to be equal to the global minimum but as we will show in our examples, the decoding evolution chart for the optimized codes gets extremely close to the 45-degree line which suggests that our results should be very close to the global answer.
Assuming that the generation size is g = 25, asymptotically optimized Gamma network codes are found for various values of the maximum check degree D by solving (14) . The parameters of these codes are reported in Table I . Selecting D = 2 is equivalent to an all degree-2 check degree distribution. In this case, the check degree distribution is fixed and the rest of the parameters are optimized (code C 1 in the table). The reception overhead under this code is ǫ = 11.43%. The evolution chart of the decoding of this code is plotted in Fig. 3 .
As evident from the results of Table I , increasing D from 2 to 30 decreases the reception overhead from 11.43% to 2.60%. This is because increasing D allows larger average degrees for P (x) and hence the closing point of the evolution chart gets closer to x = 1. Also, note that the reception overhead does not change significantly for D > 15 since the closing point 1 − δ is already very close to 1 and larger average degrees does not change 1 − δ and hence the overhead significantly. The decoding evolution charts for C 4 and C 6 which are optimized under D = 15
and D = 30, respectively, are also depicted in Fig. 3 .
Note that in the optimized degree distributions of Table I , only check nodes of degree 2 and D have significant weights, with most of the weight on degree 2. Having a large weight on degree-2 check nodes is useful since it maximizes the participation of the outer code's check nodes. Degree-2 check nodes start to contribute early at the beginning of the decoding but since they provide low connectivity in the decoding graph, they fail to be useful eventually when the fraction of recovered packets grow. Low connectivity in the graph make some segments of the graph unrecoverable since the decoding process cannot spread to all segments. This leads to Table I . a significant increase in the reception overhead. As an example, in the all degree-2 code C 1 , the outer code participates in the decoding sooner than the other codes with larger D (compare x 0 = 0.049 with the rest) but fails to contribute in the decoding when the fraction of full rank generations gets larger (by having a smaller 1 − δ) and a lower rate pre-code is needed to finish the decoding. Large-degree check nodes, on the contrary to degree-2 check nodes, provide good coverage in the graph but cannot participate early in the decoding since the low fraction of recovered packets is unlikely to reduce them to degree one. Consequently, there should be a balance between degree 2 and higher degrees. This balance is usually achieved by putting a large weight on degree 2 and the rest of the weight on the largest allowed degree.
The minimum reception overhead can be further decreased by increasing the generation size g. For example, reception overheads of ǫ = 2.17% and ǫ = 1.92% can be achieved under D = 15 when g = 50 and g = 75, respectively (C 7 and C 8 in Table II ). This reduction in the minimum reception overhead is however achieved at the expense of added encoding and decoding complexities 9 .
V. NUMERICAL RESULTS AND ROBUST DESIGN
In this section, we investigate the performance of Gamma network codes constructed based on the results of the previous section. In particular, we investigate the reception overhead and decoding failure probability trade-off of Gamma network codes in practical settings and compare them with the other existing SRLNC schemes. We also discuss issues regarding their finite-length performance and provide robust and improved designs.
A. Simulation setup
The pre-code C ′ should be a capacity-achieving code which does not incur extra overhead.
To this end, we use the right-regular capacity-achieving binary low-density parity-check (LDPC) codes designed for the binary erasure channel (BEC) [28] . The check nodes of the pre-code, as opposed to the check nodes of the outer code, impose parity-check equations directly on the encoded packets. Decoding of the pre-code and the outer code is done jointly. As a result, during the decoding any pre-code check node reduced to degree one recovers a new coded packet. This there is a possibility that the non-recovered packets of the updated generations can be recovered by Gaussian elimination. It is also worth mentioning that since the pre-code is a high-rate code, the degrees of its check nodes are usually very large. Thus, they are reduced to degree one and hence help the decoding process only at the final stages of the decoding when a large fraction of the coded packets are recovered.
Using a finite alphabet size q and having designed a pre-code C ′ of rate R ′ , a random linear outer code C of rate R, and considering encoded packets block length of N = ng, where g is the generation size, we calculate the average reception overhead of the coding scheme by
where N r is the number of received packets required for successful decoding. To achieve the trade-off between decoding failure probability and overhead, we simulate the system for a large number of blocks and calculate the empirical complementary cumulative distribution function of the overhead.
B. Numerical results
For a finite-length setup, we set the alphabet size q = 256, generation size g = 25, and the number of generations n = 67, which gives an encoded packet block of N = 1675 blocks. Using the parameters of the asymptotically optimized code C 4 from Table I , we have R = 0.7163
and K = RN = 1200. As a result, N − K = 475 check nodes are produced based on the optimized degree distribution P (x) in Table I . For the pre-code, we use a right-regular binary LDPC code of rate R ′ = 0.97. This rate is selected slightly lower than the asymptotically optimized rate of 0.991 due to the fact that there is a gap between the finite-length performance Table III. and asymptotic performance of capacity-achieving LDPC codes 10 . The number of information packets will then be K ′ = 1164. The average reception overhead achieved by Monte Carlo simulation isǭ = 10.82%. The decoding failure probability versus the reception overhead is plotted in Fig. 4 .
We expect improvements in the performance by increasing the block length of the code. To show this, we have also constructed codes with larger block lengths, namely N = 8375 and N = 16750. The pre-codes are right-regular binary LDPC codes of rate R ′ = 0.98, g = 25, and the rest of the parameters are the same as those of C 4 in Table I . The performances of these codes are depicted in Fig. 7 which show improvement with regard to the code with length N = 1675. Table III includes the average reception overheadǭ achieved for these constructions.
As N increase,ǭ gets closer to the asymptotic overhead reported in Table I for C 4 . It is worth mentioning that by using R ′ = 0.98 (instead of R ′ = 0.991), the asymptotic achievable reception overhead will be ǫ = 3.90% which is very close to the empirical result obtained at N = 16750.
We are also interested in investigating how the performance of optimized Gamma network codes varies with alphabet size q. Table III also includes the average reception overhead achieved by Monte Carlo simulation for the codes constructed with q = 2 and q = 16. It is clear thatǭ increases by decreasing q from 256 to 2. Also, note that theǭ achieved by q = 16 is very close to that by q = 256. Thus, in practice q = 16 should normally be enough.
C. Robust Gamma Network Codes
As evident from the failure-probability versus overhead performance of the asymptotically optimized Gamma network code with N = 1675 and N = 8375 in Fig. 7 , achieving very low probabilities of failure increases the reception overhead significantly. In other words, the curve is not very steep and there exists an error floor.
The reason for the existence of error floor for highly optimized Gamma network codes can be described as follows. The decoding evolution chart of highly optimized codes is normally very close to the 45-degree line which makes their opening very narrow, e.g., see Fig. 3 . As stated, the evolution chart which is based on (8) and (11), predicts the average performance of asymptotic Gamma network codes. When the convergence condition (11) is satisfied, receiving r 0 n packets from the network is enough to trigger a chain reaction in the decoding such that the asymptotic Gamma network code recovers all of the encoded packets without getting stuck and receiving any more packets from the network.
When finite-length codes are used, however, the performance deviates from the average performance expected for the asymptotic regime. As a result, for the finite-length case, the decoder might get stuck several times during the decoding and can only continue after receiving enough packets from the network to form a new full rank generation. Getting stuck in the early stages of decoding when the fraction of recovered packets is small does not increase the reception overhead significantly since the new received packets most likely belong to the non-full rank generations and with high probability they increase the rank of their corresponding generation.
However, getting stuck when the fraction of recovered packets is large (equivalent to the upper portion of the decoding evolution chart), normally leads to a significant increase in the reception overhead as most of the new received packets belong to the already full rank generations. The event of getting stuck in the final stages of the decoding happens with low probability but it incurs a large overhead. This is why the error floor exists for these codes in the finite-length cases.
The above discussion suggests that having an asymptotic decoding evolution chart which is widely open at its upper portion leads to codes with smaller error floors since this decreases the probability of getting stuck at points where the fraction of recovered packets is large. Thus for a robust design, asymptotic Gamma network codes can be optimized under an additional constraint to have decoding evolution charts widely open in the upper portion. This can be done by modifying the convergence constraint to
and
for some ∆ > 0 and x 0 < 1 − δ 0 < 1 − δ ′ , and modify the minimization problem to
subject to : (15) and (16) hold
Notice that the closing point (1 − δ ′ ) of the decoding evolution chart given by the modified convergence conditions (15) and (16) is used in the robust optimization problem. This closing point is not the closing point of the true asymptotic evolution chart of the decoding because of the margin ∆. The true asymptotic convergence condition and evolution chart are still given by (11) . After solving (17), the pre-code rate is found to be R ′ = 1 − δ ′ and the overhead of this concatenation will then be
The parameters of two such robust codes designed by setting ∆ = 0.03, 1 − δ 0 = 0.8 for C 9 , and ∆ = 0.01, 1 − δ 0 = 0.9 for C 10 , and solving (17) are given in Table IV . Fig. 5 depicts the decoding evolution chart of C 9 . The average reception overhead achieved for a finite-length construction of C 9 with R ′ = 0.9644, N = 1675, and q = 256 isǭ = 13.45%. The performance is also depicted in Fig. 6 where it is shown that the error floor can be decreased using the above robust optimization method. This is achieved at the expense of a slight increase in the average reception overhead. Fig. 6 also contains the performance of a robust Gamma network code with N = 8375 constructed using the parameters of C 10 which also shows decrease in error floor. In this case,ǭ = 6.88%
D. Comparison with other SRLNC schemes
In this section, we compare Gamma network codes with the other existing linear-complexity SRLNC schemes [10] , [14] , [15] , [19] . The schemes of [10] , [14] , [15] lack exact analysis and design methods and are normally designed heuristically. However, there exists an asymptotic analysis and design method for EC codes based on expander graph arguments [19] . As a result, we are also able to compare the performance of optimized Gamma network codes with EC codes in the asymptotic regime as well [19] .
Assuming infinite block length and large enough q, EC codes can be designed with overheads ǫ = 6.62% and ǫ = 5.50% for g = 25 and g = 50, respectively. From Tables I and II, we see that Gamma network codes achieve average overheads of ǫ = 2.60% and ǫ = 2.17% for g = 25
and g = 50, respectively. This shows that Gamma network codes outperform EC codes.
For a finite-length comparisons, we use the following schemes. In the case of SRLNC with an outer LDPC code as a separate block [10] , the optimal rate for N = 8375 and g = 25 is
found by search at R = 0.90 [1] which gives rise to K = 7538. For the Random Annex codes of [14] , the optimal annex size is found to be 11 for g = 25 and N = 8375 which gives rise to R = 0.56 and hence K = 4690 packets. For the overlapping SRLNC scheme of [15] , the parameters of an optimal diagonal grid code are found to be (5000, 25, 335) with θ = 7 which is equivalent to having a repetition outer code of rate R = 0.5970. These two schemes do not use any pre-code. In the case of EC codes, the optimal overlap size is 16 giving rise to R = 0.68 for the overlapped code and the pre-code is a right-regular LDPC code of rate R ′ = 0.98. For our
Gamma network codes, we use the parameters of C 10 with N = 8375 and an LDPC pre-code of rate R ′ = 0.98.
The average reception overhead achieved under these cases have been reported in Table V . Table IV . It is clear that the error floor is improved under the robust design compared to the optimized design of C4.
probability-overhead trade-off. As evident from these results, the optimized Gamma network code outperforms all the other existing outer coded SRLNC schemes. However, we will see later that even further improvement to the performance of Gamma network codes is also possible.
VI. ENCODING AND IMPROVED DESIGNS
A. Encoding
We stated in Section II-B that the check nodes of the outer code impose parity-check constraints on the dense linear combinations of all of the packets of their adjacent generations. This is different from how a check node of a conventional linear code imposes constraints directly on the connected packets. Thus, the encoding process of the outer code in Gamma network codes is different from conventional linear codes.
To achieve linear encoding complexity per block length, encoding the outer coded packets can be done as follows. Assume that we have an outer code of rate R = K/N with check degree distribution P (x) and generation size g.
1)
We construct an instance of the ensemble of Tanner graphs specified by P (x) which connects n = N/g generations to N − K check nodes. We then call the number of check nodes connected to each generation G i the degree of that generation d G i .
2) The n generations are sorted based on their degrees in a descending order such that
3) The K pre-coded packets constitute K outer coded packets as in a systematic code. These packets are distributed into the n generations based on the following rules: 
where c ∈ M(G i ), N (c) denotes the set of generations connected to c, n G k denotes the number of packets currently available in G k , and α are random coefficients from GF(q).
7)
If i = n stop. Else set i := i + 1 and go to step 5.
This algorithm ensures that the number of packets which participate in the random linear combinations are maximized.
B. Improved designs
It is also possible to impose parity-check constraints directly on the outer coded packets as in a conventional linear code instead of their dense linear combinations. In this case, instead of (1), the parity-check equation represented by check node c is given by i∈N (c)
Then, p i in P (x) = p i x i will represent the probability that any given check node be connected to i outer coded packets. The decoding process for such a code should be modified since any outer code's check node which is reduced to degree one, similar to the pre-code's check nodes, now recovers an outer coded packet instead of adding a dense linear equation to its corresponding generation. If the new to-be-recovered packet has not already been decoded, it can now be removed from the linear equation system of its belonging generation. Since the linear equation system has dense coefficient vectors, rank will be preserved with high probability and with less number of unknowns now there exists a possibility that the equation system can be solved.
In the analysis of the proposed outer code of Section II-B, we assumed that every check node reduced to degree one increases the rank of its corresponding generation by one. This assumption is not valid in general when check nodes are imposed on outer coded packets since a reduced degree-one check node may be connected to an already recovered packet. Nevertheless, if the outer code is constructed in such a way that each outer coded packet is connected to at most one check node, then a reduced degree-one check node always recovers a new outer coded packet.
This requires the average degree of check nodes to be upper bounded asd < 1/(1 − R). Under this assumption, the results of Theorem 1 and the convergence condition (11) are still valid.
For a given P (x), R, and r 0 , as the convergence condition (11) predicts, the outer code can recover 1 − δ fraction of the generations. At this point, as given by (9), there will be δN(1 − R)P ′ (1 − δ) check nodes of degree one which belong to the remaining δ fraction of generations. This means that δN(1 − R)P ′ (1 − δ) are already recovered among the δN packets belonging to the remaining non-full-rank generations. Thus, the rate of the pre-code required to recover the remaining outer coded packets is
This then gives an average reception overhead of
Since δ(1 − R)P ′ (1 − δ) > 0, then the average reception overhead predicted by (21) will be smaller than (12) . Thus, the average reception overhead of the case where check nodes impose constraints directly on packets is smaller than the construction of Section II-B.
The average reception overhead of (21) defines a new objective for the optimization problem given in (14) . Notice that the new objective can change the results of the optimization significantly when 1 − δ is not very close to one. For example, when D = 2, the new optimization problem gives x 0 = 0.0540, R = 0.6800, and 1 − δ = 0.9172 leading to R ′ = 0.9658 and average reception overhead of ǫ = 6.77%. This shows a significant reduction in overhead compared to the overhead of 11.43% reported in Table I for C 1 .
Remark: Note that in the case of improved Gamma network codes, setting the maximum degree of the outer code to be D = 2 as in the above mentioned example reduces the Gamma network codes to the SRLNC with a repetition outer code, or in other words, SRLNC with overlapping generations. Moreover, it is interesting to note that in this case, the optimal outer code rate for the Gamma network code is calculated to be R = 0.6800 which is in a very close agreement with the EC codes design [18] , [19] as mentioned in Section V-D. However D = 2 is not the optimal choice for Gamma network codes and its performance can be further improved by increasing the maximum degree and hence outperforms all the previously existing SRLNC schemes including the EC codes as depicted in Fig. 8 .
Given the parameters of the optimized Gamma network code C 4 , we have constructed finitelength Gamma network codes whose outer code have packet-level check nodes. Notice that in this case, since 1 − δ is very close to one, the results of the new optimization will not be significantly different from those of Table I , except for R ′ and the average reception overhead ǫ.
We have chosen the new pre-codes used in the simulations to be LDPC codes of rate R ′ = 0.99. Table VI shows the average reception overhead achieved under these codes. 
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduced and studied a new family of overhead-efficient SRLNC schemes called Gamma network codes. The introduced scheme was based on incorporating a linear outer code in the SRLNC construction. We then presented an analytical framework by formulating density evolution equations for the analysis and design of asymptotic Gamma network codes.
Using the proposed analysis method, we presented an optimization technique to design minimum overhead Gamma network codes and obtain their fundamental limits. We followed our studies with numerical results and showed that Gamma network codes outperform all the other existing SRLNC schemes. Realizing that highly optimized Gamma network codes exhibit error floors in finite-lengths, we proposed a robust design method to lower the error floors. We finally discussed their encoding method and also introduced improved designs.
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APPENDIX A PROOF OF LEMMA 1 Let B r,n be a random variable and its outcome be the number of encoded packets received for a randomly selected generation, when the normalized number of received encoded packets is r. Since it is assumed that the probability of a randomly selected received encoded packet belonging to a certain generation has a uniform distribution on the set of all the generations, B r,n has a binomial probability distribution as 
To complete the proof, we use the result of theorem 3.1 in [31] . This theorem states that if
A m×n is a matrix in which each element is chosen independently and uniformly at random from GF(q), then for n ≤ m But according to (23) it is easy to see that as q → ∞ ⇒ Pr[R r,q = i|B r,n = j] → 0 for all i < j. Again as q → ∞ ⇒ Pr[R r,q = i|B r,n = j] → 0 for all i < g ≤ j as a direct corollary of (23) 
where G is the set of all generations, Ω is the set of all possible outcomes of the packet reception, and I A is the indicator function of the event A, i.e., 
